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This paper describes a community effort to improve earlier versions of the full-text corpus
of Genomics & Informatics by semi-automatically detecting and correcting PDF-to-text
conversion errors and optical character recognition errors during the first hackathon of Genomics & Informatics Annotation Hackathon (GIAH) event. Extracting text from multi-column biomedical documents such as Genomics & Informatics is known to be notoriously
difficult. The hackathon was piloted as part of a coding competition of the ELTEC College
of Engineering at Ewha Womans University in order to enable researchers and students to
create or annotate their own versions of the Genomics & Informatics corpus, to gain and
create knowledge about corpus linguistics, and simultaneously to acquire tangible and
transferable skills. The proposed projects during the hackathon harness an internal database containing different versions of the corpus and annotations.
Keywords: biomedical text mining, corpus, text analytics
Availability: Five representative versions of G&I corpus constructed during the hackathon
are uploaded onto ‘G&I Hackathon 2020 ’ folder of GitHub (https://github.com/Ewha-Bio/
Genomics-Informatics-Corpus).

Introduction
2020, Korea Genome Organization
This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.

For biomedical text mining, it is necessary to use a corpus, which refers to a large and
structured set of texts that have been electronically stored and processed. The full text of
Genomics & Informatics (G& I) has been archived since 2003 as PDF files [1], and the
content of the journal is available immediately upon publication without an embargo period. Even though the full-text publications of recent volumes are available as XML files,
only scanned images or PDF files are available for earlier versions of publications, necessi1/8
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tating the conversion of images into machine-encoded text.
Thus, to build an initial version of the G& I corpus 1.0, we wrote
a simple Python-based web crawler to directly browse and download PDF files from the G& I archives; then, we converted the
PDFs into plain text files using PDFMiner or other optical character recognition (OCR) tools [2]. In this way, a prototype version
of the full text-corpus of G& I 1.0 was recently archived in the
GitHub repository, in 2018 [3].
Unfortunately, earlier versions of the G& I corpus 1.0 are of poor
quality, and the noise induced by these errors present thorny issues
for downstream standard text analysis pipelines, including tokenization, sentence boundary detection, and part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, that would be used to develop the next version of the G& I
corpus. Consequently, it was impossible to directly employ the obtained results for subsequent tasks without costly manual editing.
It was necessary to obtain motivated volunteers. To address this
problem, the first event of Genomics & Informatics Annotation
Hackathon (GIAH) was organized at Ewha Womans University,
Korea to join forces for biomedical text mining with the goal of
improving G& I; a hackathon is typically an event in which computer programmers and others involved in software development
collaborate intensively over a short period of time on software
projects [4].
Accurately extracting texts from PDF files has been an important issue for decades in the area of natural language processing and
text mining. Nonetheless, we still do not have a definitive solution.
In that sense, this hackathon tackled an important and not-yetsolved problem. Thus, our aim in the present paper is to describe a
community effort to construct enhanced versions of the G& I corpus, in a consistent machine-readable format. We describe and
summarize a collection of corpus projects reflecting achievements
from this hackathon.

Patterns of PDF-to-Text Conversion Errors
ASCII text and HTML text are human-readable formats. Text often comes in human unreadable formats, such as PDF files, that
can only be opened using specialized software. Third-party libraries such as Adobe Acrobat Reader or PDFMiner provide access to
these formats [2]. However, PDF conversion tools and OCR tools
are still imperfect, as they occasionally misrecognize letters and
falsely identify text, leading to misspellings and linguistic errors in
the output text.
Most OCR conversion errors occur at line boundaries, where
words are divided at the nearest break point between syllables, and
a hyphen is inserted to indicate that the letters form a word fragment, rather than a full word. Thus, a word can be incorrectly sep2/8

arated (e.g., “se-parated” vs. “separated”). Many of these hyphenation errors could have been corrected, automatically, by applying
some pattern-matching rules to these cases of hyphenation.
However, converting a PDF to a text file produces some odd
and serious errors that need to be manually fixed. Thus, many errors need to be corrected manually, especially due to the fact that
G& I contains many biomedical terms, many of which even contain special characters.
Fig. 1 shows some of the exemplary patterns of errors that occur
when converting a PDF file to text. A special character or hyphen
can be omitted (e.g., “miR26b” vs. “miR-26b”; “pvalue” vs. “p-value”),
or a character can be improperly converted into a different character (e.g., “3' UTR” vs. “31 UTR”). As to the problem of word
boundaries, wrongly deleting white spaces (e.g., “EGCGinduced”
vs. “EGCG induced”; “2fold” vs. “2 fold”), and wrongly inserting
white spaces (e.g., “differ-ences” vs. “differences”; “de-fined” vs. “defined”) result in various incorrect split errors and run-on errors.
Removing series of unnecessary white spaces is another problem
(e.g., “\r\r\n\r\nThe” vs. “The”; “http://www.sanger. ac. uk” vs.
“http://www.sanger.ac.uk”).
In many cases, non-word errors need manual correction, as they
involve incorrect strings as well as misrecognized alphanumeric sequences with hyphenation (e.g., “TP53,” “protein-1,” “nuclear factor (NF)-kB,” “Benjamin-Hochberg,” “catechol-o-methyltransferase,” and “RT-PCR”).

The First Event of the GIAH Hackathon and
the Newly Built Corpora
The first event of the GIAH hackathon was held at the ELTEC
College of Engineering of Ewha Womans University, 2020, with
76 participants, to enhance the G& I 1.0 corpus [4]. The word
hackathon is combined from the words “hack” and “marathon,”
where “hack” is used in the sense of exploratory and investigative
programming. A meeting was held as a symposium to exchange
and publicize the activities and ideas of improving the earlier volumes of the G& I corpus 1.0 (Vol. 1 to Vol. 9), explaining various
issues and problems, as shown in Fig. 1. The participants worked
on implementing their ideas with collaboration with other participants during a 2-week period.
Most of the teams initially applied regular expressions, correcting hyphenation, single-error misspellings, and a certain class of
double-error misspellings, which are the major source of inaccuracies [5]. The corpus was processed and upgraded in several separate stages: manual editing by individuals, automatic editing by
writing new pattern matching rules, and a checking and update
loop to enhance the corpus, in an iterative cycle.
https://doi.org/10.5808/GI.2020.18.3.e33
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(1) Words improperly separated by "_"

(2) Wrongly deleted special characters

(3) Escape sequence within a single word

(4) Character improperly converted

(5) Italic/Roman character wrongly converted

(6) Sentences inappropriately connected due to figures

Fig. 1. PDF to text conversion error types occurring in exemplary articles from Genomics & Informatics (G&I ).

Various strategies were proposed based on composite machine-learning methods. Linguistic context-based error correction
techniques were also used by most of the teams to detect and correct OCR errors with respect to their grammatical and semantic
context [6–8]. Some participants proposed a method of automating the correction of misspelled words using on-line spell checkers
[9]. This solution consists of using a lookup dictionary to search
for misspelled words and correcting them suitably. Several teams
used word embedding and deep learning techniques, such as
Word2Vec, and BERT, with the idea of using context based on linhttps://doi.org/10.5808/GI.2020.18.3.e33

guistic categories [10-14]. Still, this semi-automatic procedure is
considered laborious and error-prone, as humans may miss some
mistakes.
Many versions of the corpus were submitted. However, comparison of the performance of each project was difficult, as evaluation
requires additional manual labor. Instead, we used several text
comparison programs (open-source differencing and merging
tools). These programs are highly useful for determining what has
changed between different corpus versions, and then merging
changes between versions.
3/8
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Fig. 2. A screenshot of text comparison software (WinMerge) used to search for differences between two versions of texts (G&I 1.0 and the
improved version) in order to highlight corrections made in G&I Vol. 7 No. 2 [15].

Fig. 3. Five representative versions of the Genomics & Informatics corpus constructed during the hackathon are available through the
subfolders of “G&I Hackathon 2020 ” of GitHub (https://github.com/Ewha-Bio/Genomics-Informatics-Corpus): raw1, raw2, raw3, raw4, and
raw5.
4/8
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Table 1. Number of files and updated lines in five folders of the
GIAH hackathon archives

raw1
raw2
raw3
raw4
raw5

No. of files in the
folder
183
NA
487
337
487

Average No. of
No. of updated lines updated
lines per file
8,513
46.5
NA
NA
11,124
22.8
14,707
43.6
10,233
21

The statistics of the raw2 folder were unavailable for technical reasons.
GIAH, Genomics & Informatics Annotation Hackathon.

Fig. 2 shows a WinMerge [15] screenshot of error corrections,
where a search was made for differences between two versions of
texts (G& I 1.0 and the improved version) in order to highlight
corrections made in G& I Vol. 7 No. 2. For example, 59 corrections
were detected in the modified version of gni-7-2-97 (https://doi.
org/10.5808/gi.2009.7.2.097) in the raw1 folder [16]. Among
them, 30 were manual edits, and 29 were automatic edits. Likewise, 54 corrections were detected in the modified version of gni7-2-111 file (https://doi.org/10.5808/gi.2009.7.2.111) in the
raw1 folder [17]. Among them, 30 are manual edits, and 22 were
automatic edits.
Among all the submitted hackathon archives, the five best-performing versions of modified G& I corpus were selected and uploaded to subfolders of “G& I Hackathon 2020” on GitHub as
shown in Fig. 3: raw1, raw2, raw3, raw4, and raw5.
Table 1 shows the number of files and updated lines in each of
the five folders of GIAH hackathon archives. Among them, the
raw1 folder (submitted by two participants, Sunho Kim and Royoung Kim) showed the best overall performance based on the
number of manual corrections, the number of automatic corrections, documentation, and file coverage. We manually checked the
error correction rate of randomly chosen files in the raw1 folder,
and on average, 30.3 occurrences of manual corrections and 24.1
occurrences of automatic corrections could have been detected
per article, which are slightly larger numbers than were automatically detected by software in Table 1. Thus, the release of these improved corpora could potentially be a meaningful contribution.

Conclusion
In this paper, we listed issues associated with upgrading the G& I
corpus, and discussed methodological strategies to develop the
next version of the G& I corpus based on a semi-automatic approach. Besides manual corrections, the outcome using pattern
matching techniques and machine learning methods was noteworthy, and it greatly improved the error correction rate.
https://doi.org/10.5808/GI.2020.18.3.e33

This is a progress report, and the current debate regarding our
post-processing procedures focuses on how to ensure the quality
of this semi-automatically modified corpus. It is taken as axiomatic
that any correction must be confirmed by at least two, and usually
more, people acting independently, so that their modification decisions can be compared. We suggest that a couple more rounds of
the GIAH hackathon be organized to construct the future G& I 2.0
corpus. A semi-automatic method should be designed to build and
improve the corpus, with a diminishing amount of manual checking.
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